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 Fall arrives on September 22 releasing refreshing new energy and 
bringing our spirits to life. The season is beautifully arrayed with gorgeous 
landscapes dressed in colorful leaves of orange, red, yellow, green, gold and 
brown. Our birthday honoree, Libra, enjoys the festivals of fall and often 
welcomes the autumnal equinox by throwing a party. This social sign frequents 
lively barbecues, tailgate parties, or homecoming games. Libras know how to 
celebrate by putting work aside and balancing with fun and play. Invite your 
favorite Libra to a festive meal complete with their favorite birthday cake and 
wish them a happy day and year ahead.  
 

CYBERSECURITY: Especially if you are in the path of the recent hurricanes, guard your 
information. Con artists are trolling the net sending fake banking, credit card, and 
claim messages to lure you in so you’ll give up personal information after reading their 
dire messages. Fly-by-night storm chasers are everywhere. Established institutions 
continue to uncover fake accounts in your name. Equifax Credit Bureau recently 
admitted to a hack that took place last year endangering information of millions and 
another earlier hack. Be sure to check your banking and card balances regularly and 
report suspicious activity at once. Hit SPAM and keep security software updated. 
 

ANNOUNCEMENTS: Happy Birthday to J, J, J, B, C and S; Happy 6th Anniversary to 
J&J. My website www.astrologyondemand.com, and Facebook are available to you if 

you would like to review prior newsletters. You can also follow me on 
Twitter@AstroOnDemand. The winner of August’s client drawing was SL who received 
a $10 gift certificate good toward a future session; the winner of the September 
drawing will also receive this award. Thank you to everyone who sent comforting 
messages in the wake of Hurricane Irma, who followed up, shared experiences and 
valuable information and let those affected know you care. I feel blessed to know you. 
 

Important Dates from September 22-October 23 
 

September 22: Fall Begins 
September 30: Yom Kippur 
October 9: Columbus Day Observed 

http://www.astrologyondemand.com/
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LIBRA’S BIRTHDAY HIGHLIGHTS: Happy Birthday, Libra! So much is on your plate this 
year: money, home, relationships, work and analytical style. Your network is vast and 
you look for ways to stay in touch with all your contacts. Libra is the second air sign in 
the Zodiac with love Goddess Venus ruling your sign. You are partnership-oriented and 
strongly identify with the 7th House of romantic, business, and professional 
connections, roommates, the public in general, advisors, counselors, diplomats, 
doctors, lawyers, recruiters, other experts, and your shadow self. Many Libras enjoy 
careers that give your social and diplomatic skills a workout. You possess the asset of 
providing courteous and thoughtful service to clients and customers. Maybe you’re a 
Libra who thrives on organizing events or heading up social functions; you want 
everything to come together nicely. Creativity is a strong trait for Libras with artistic 
tendencies that enjoy pursuits involving the use of your hands. Whether you spend a 
big chunk of time on the Internet or avoid most types of Web communications, you 
learn much from the information exchange. As an Air sign, you relish time saving 
devices and buy the latest equipment to remain tech savvy. You will probably upgrade 
your Smart phone regularly and download the newest APPS. You have no patience for 
slow systems. Libras can be excessively sensitive when criticized for their flaws and 
will block out messages rather than listen. That’s too bad because some of your best 
assets come to life when you listen to what others are saying and help them work 
through difficulties. Keep relationships intact. Rewarding careers for many of you 
include the field of consulting, coaching, management, mediating, psychology, 
servicing client needs, and teaching. You feel good when absorbing new information to 
build new skills and enhance your best qualities. Work on creative avoidance, 
indecision or procrastination in managing tasks. Solve relationship issues to address 
others’ feelings. Tension responds well to exercise and works out the stress. Libra 
rules the kidneys, pancreas, lower back and urethra. This years the Sun enters your 
sign on September 22 at 4:02 PM EDT and leaves on October 23 at 1:27 AM EDT.   
  

Note that Mars in Aquarius is going to spend an incredibly long time in your 
solar 5th House of romance during 2018. Beginning May 16 to August 12, Mars is in 
Aquarius and goes retrograde at 9 degrees of the sign, so those of you born the first 10 
days of Libra get the most action from the passionate planet and most likely affects 
your love life and all that is connected to your 5th House. But Mars isn’t finished and 
even though it speeds into Capricorn for almost a month and goes direct on August 
27th, it returns to your 5th house again from September 10 to November 15 and will 
energize the birthdays from September 22- October 1. These Mars cycles occur once 
every 20 months. Anger issues often emerge related to 5th House activity in this chart 
pattern. Jupiter moved to your sign on September 9, 2016 in your solar 1st house of 
action, independence, passion and personal appearance and will be leaving on October 
10, 2017 when it moves to Scorpio. No doubt you have been able to enjoy the benefits 
of having Jupiter in Libra as you expanded your prospects, achieved cherished goals, 
partied, traveled and developed partnerships. If single you may have found a 
significant other among your admirers. Although you had to spend money on extra 
expenditures, you made more in the past year. With Jupiter in Scorpio until 
November 9, 2018, your 2nd House of income, resources, talent, and disposable 
assets get a workout. For many that can mean raises, promotions, windfalls, 
favorable publicity, developmental experiences, increased assets, and trips to the spa. 
You’ll be able to add to your savings yet many of you will be tempted to spend it on a 
dream vacation or a luxury item. Saturn in Sagittarius moves through your 3rd house 
of communication, equipment, education, siblings, neighborhood activities, 
contracts, and mental outlook. It will leave this space on December 19 and head 
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into Capricorn and your solar 4th House of home and family. Those of you born the 
first week of Libra’s sign have a few testy days through February. If born October 
1-2 Saturn is in hard aspect from March through May especially once Saturn goes 
retrograde and travels over your Sun again. While still in the 3rd House and in 
Sagittarius you could experience disruptions with communication devices, 
neighborhood transitions via moves into and out of the neighborhood; or a change in 
utility management, leadership and community issues that need resolution. Some of 
you deal with siblings or cousins or others whose viewpoint differs greatly from yours. 
You may make changes in social media preferences and must pay attention to cyber-
scammers. While in Capricorn for the next 2-1/2 years, you will be dealing with 
parents or relatives needing care, family members, household issues, real estate, 
nutrition and decisions involving your home. Certain Libras will install security systems 
or replace windows and doors. The needs of children call for shifting responsibility 
depending on your chart pattern. Take time to enjoy home entertainment. Uranus in 
Aries opposes your Sun and contacts the solar 7th House of Libras born October 17-23 
during 2017-18. Don’t be surprised if unexpected developments occur even though 
Uranus is making the final statement in the final degrees of this long, 7-year cycle. 
Certain relationships end or are in some state of upheaval as you move toward the 
departure of Uranus in Aries on May 15 and the entry of Uranus in Taurus into your 8th 
House of joint finances, investments, debts, karma, deep feelings, sex, your psyche 
and inheritances. You are probably undergoing relationships changes and have had lots 
of new and sometimes quirky people popping into your life – roommates, personal or 
business partners. Some of you either went through several relationships or a divorce 
or have one pending. Don’t be caught off guard. After the dust settles and you 
experience a new sense of relief or freedom, you’ll have financial matters to resolve 
and that should be part of the early cycle of Uranus in Taurus that begins in May. Keep 
assimilating information about others’ behavior in this evolving cycle. Seek legal 
counsel if necessary. Neptune in Pisces contacts your Libra Sun in 2017-18 if you 
are born October 4-10 in your solar 6th House of work, health, daily environment, 
exercise, co-workers, pets, schedules, and nutrition. The work environment, people 
you connect with and your coworkers are strong factors in how you enjoy and 
approach your work, solve problems and wade through vague red tape, policies and 
practices. For some Libras, it is time to find a new job, one that relates to your 
fondest dreams and makes use of your talents. Others need more education and 
pursue degree or certificate programs that give a leg up on competition. Still others 
seem confused or daydream a lot instead of focusing on the Big Picture that leads to 
success. Many will reorganize personal space, move or become part of a work 
restructuring initiative. If the outlook is cloudy or you don’t see the results you want, 
make a list of what you enjoy and what you dislike about the status quo. Sorting it out 
may lead to better opportunities. A win at work brings personal satisfaction. When 
Neptune passes through the 6th House, certain Libras will find romance with a co-
worker or collaborator. It will be up to you to decide whether new personal partners 
meet your emotional needs. In this searching year, seek advice from a professional to 
fine tune your personal and professional goals. The truth sets you free and balance is 
your middle name. Pluto in Capricorn in your solar 4th House of home, parents, 
family structures, family in general, base of operation, domestic affairs, real estate 
and home improvement matters resonates strongly with Libras born October 10-17 
during late 2017-18. Pluto can be dogged in getting you to see matters in a new 
light. As a member of a Cardinal sign you continue to feel the vibes strongly as will 
Cancer, Aries and Capricorn in terms of these themes. Routines and schedules change 
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in your base of operation -- living spaces, family dynamics, property care, health and 
welfare matters, renovation and real estate are likely to dominate. Those born 
October 18-23 deal with Uranus in Aries making waves from your 7th house of the 
public and relationships opposing your Sun. Pluto helps you address your fears and 
dissolve them, look at your emotional makeup, and make critical decisions in areas 
you have buried deep in your psyche. Certain Libras deal with major emotional 
adjustments through losses of key people in your lives. Take time for renewal and heal 
your soul. Throw away baggage and lighten your load. Work through this demanding 
cycle with family members and stay positive. Celebrate rebirth in your home base with 
soothing harmonious vibes.  
 

 Eclipses last from 6 months to a year while their influence plays out. I am 
covering the last two eclipses of 2017 in this section since they occurred in August and 
will influence your chart through February 2018 and beyond. For the next 18 months 
eclipses are mostly in Leo and Aquarius. Get familiar with your chart so you know 
where to look for action. You may have vibes over how eclipses affect your chart for 
several weeks before they occur. The third eclipse of 2017 occurred on August 7, a 
lunar eclipse in Aquarius, and fell in your solar 5th House of recreation, vacation, 
sports, children, romance, creativity, risk-taking and entrepreneurial ventures. 
You may have or will experience travel with children, partners, relatives and friends. 
You’re not one for traveling alone and enjoy sharing experiences.  Most of you either 
moved in, moved out or renovated home base. Singles may be engaged or about to be. 
The last solar eclipse of 2017 occurs in Leo on August 21 and was visible in north 
America. Everyone talked about this one and maybe you saw it with associates 
because it occurred in your solar 11th House of friends, groups and professional 
connections and stimulated your desire to finish loose ends related to goals and 
organizations. If you have broken ties with friends or groups it is because you were on 
shaky grounds to begin with and just needed a push to part ways. Perhaps you already 
met new connections and are deeply involved in innovative pathways. Why not take 
the lead or run for office in groups you enjoy during 2018? Accept invitations and 
experiment with new directions. During 2018 five eclipses occur: The first, a lunar 
eclipse, takes place on January 31st in dramatic Leo in your solar 11th House of 
groups and friendships. When this eclipse lands it promises activity with groups or 
one-on-one relationships. A romance could start or if already in a partnership, it takes 
off in bond-strengthening directions. If you enjoy collaboration, you and a colleague or 
member of a cherished group may work diligently on an important project or goal. You 
may receive resources from your boss or a foundation to put your brain child in 
motion. You could also spend time working on educational or career goals that add 
stability to your future. On February 15th, the first Solar Eclipse of the year occurs 
in Aquarius in your solar 5th House of recreation, romance, vacation, social life, 
sports, risk-taking, arts, theater, and children. Enjoy happy times and accept 
invitations. Certain eligible Libras may get engaged; others take a trip of a lifetime for 
a change of scenery and to fulfill a dream. If you have been bored with life or in a rut, 
it’s time to sit down for a deep level chat and discuss what you would like to change. 
Those of you going to marriage counseling find a happy compromise. Good eating and 
exercise could be high on your list of self-improvement changes. The second Solar 
eclipse of 2018 changes signs and occurs in Cancer on July 12th in your solar 10th 
House of career, ambition, employer, leadership, organization and status quo in 
life and in the family. This eclipse may influence your personal direction and aid you 
in taking a hard look at your professional goals. Certain Libras will address family 
issues, perhaps involving parents and their health. At the very least, you’ll be juggling 
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time between the high demands at work as you climb the ladder of success and the 
needs of family that also want to see more of you. Certain Libras will find a way to 
work from home or start a home-based business; others have more travel on the 
agenda. If you are born on or around October 12-14 the influence is very strong, so get 
ready for a change of pace. The second lunar eclipse of 2018 occurs on July 27th in 
Aquarius in your solar 5th House of romance, adventure, dating and social life, 
children, risk-taking, sports and creative arts. Think back to February’s Aquarius 
Solar eclipse and any plans you had on the back burner or any secrets you were 
keeping. Now is the time for revelation either intentionally or via unexpected sources. 
Pluto in Capricorn is in your 4th House in positive aspect to transiting Venus in Virgo in 
your 12th House. Yet Pluto in opposition to the July 12th eclipse squares your Libra Sun 
which could mean that someone spills the beans on a romance or a project you’ve 
been keeping under wraps (especially those born October 12-14). Get ready to tell the 
truth. If you are an entrepreneur, you could find an angel to fund your brain child or 
produce your product. The final Solar Eclipse of 2018 takes place on August 11 in 
your solar 11th House placing your affiliation with associations, groups, 
organizations, friendships and your personal goals in high focus. Those of you born 
October 9-12 experience a very significant year in terms of emerging opportunities, 
promotion, leadership, personal satisfaction, and relationships with others. Whatever 
you started in January creates additional pressure for you in terms of commitment. If 
you are scattered too thin, you may have to bow out; or if this is something you 
desire, get ready for a wild ride and high demands on your time. Some Libras will end 
both personal and professional relationships while other are engaging in new ones.  
What can you bring to a cherished group? You may be asked to lead or take on new 
responsibilities. If you have been superficially involved but wanted to do more, the 
commitment may deepen.  Balance is very dear to a Libra. Remember, eclipses don’t 
wait for a lull in the action; they just land in your life, and shake up routines rather 
quickly and unexpectedly. Material in this section may apply to those born with a 
Libra Ascendant or multiple planets in Libra. 
                           
Famous Libra birthdays include: Mickey Rooney, Bruce Springsteen, Barbara Walters, 
Catherine Zeta-Jones, Michael Douglas, Christopher Reeve, Heather Locklear, Will 
Smith, Olivia Newton-John, Meat Loaf, Shaun Cassidy, Brigitte Bardot, Gwyneth 
Paltrow, Janeane Garafalo, Mira Sorvino, Naomi Watts, Hilary Duff, Stacey Kiebler, 
Bryant Gumbel, Fran Drescher, Jenna Elfman, Tony Shaloub, John Lennon, Bruno Mars, 
Johnny Mathis, Julie Andrews, Jimmy Carter, Donna Karan, Lorraine Bracco, Kevin 
Richardson, Emeril Lagasse, Ashlee Simpson, Neve Campbell, Neil deGrasse Tyson, 
Sting, Tommy Lee, Alicia Silverstone, Susan Sarandon, Paul Simon, Kate Winslet, 
Elisabeth Shue, Yo-Yo Ma, Simon Cowell, Chevy Chase, Matt Damon, Sigourney 
Weaver, John Lennon, Luke Perry, Hugh Jackman, Luciano Pavarotti, Kelly Preston, 
Carrie Fisher, Amber Rose, Paul Simon, Ralph Lauren, Usher, Sarah Ferguson, Suzanne 
Somers, Tim Robbins, Jean-Claude Van Damme, John Lithgow, and Jeff Goldblum. 
 

SEPTEMBER 22-OCTOBER 23 PLANETS 
  

Mars is in Virgo through the entire Libra cycle and livens up the charts of all 
earth signs at various points while simultaneously challenging mutable signs Gemini, 
Sagittarius and Pisces. It’s a great time for fall cleaning, planning gatherings and 
organizing your life. Jupiter wraps up its year in Libra on October 10th and affects 
late degrees of the sign mostly for those born October 18-22. When Jupiter moves 
to Scorpio, those born October 23-25 can develop goals that enhance purchasing 
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power and look for sales on desired goods. This time is perfect for scheduling medical 
appointments, expanding contacts and travel. Early Cancers and Pisces benefit while 
the transit may challenge Taurus, Leo, and Aquarius. Often life’s messier issues need 
to be addressed and will get a voice in Scorpio, while Libra’s tendency is to turn a 
blind eye to the truth or hope for peace at any cost. If you need a negotiator though, 
certain Libras have that gift, especially if Mercury is in an air sign. Venus is in Virgo 
until October 14 and then moves to Libra through the end of this cycle, a perfect 
time for socializing and purchasing jewelry, home décor and adding to your wardrobe. 
Plan a fall trip to enjoy some much-deserved fun. Saturn is in Sagittarius where it 
remains until December 19th and most affects individuals born December 12-15; Aries 
born April 10-14 and Leos born August 13-17 also get a positive boost in direction while 
those born March 11-15, June 11-14 and September 13-17 feel a need to check details 
of contracts and proposals, manage added responsibility and schedule health 
checkups; energy needs a boost so plan accordingly by getting enough rest and eating 
well. The U.S. chart undergoes strong vibes with Saturn on the Moon of President 
Trump opposing his Sun and the U.S. chart’s Gemini planets that create a direct 
square to Robert Mueller’s natal Pisces Moon (he had the lunar eclipse of August 7 
directly on his birthday sun) so investigations will bring considerable revelation. Mars 
and Neptune aspects influence weather patterns that include hurricanes, winds, 
flooding, contamination and sewage backup in hard hit zones. More to come.  

 As we begin this Sun in Libra report Chiron is retrograde in Pisces all through 
the end of the cycle and most affects individuals born March 15-18 who experience 
revelation at deep levels that affect mental and physical healing while letting go of 
old fear. Embrace courage as you face what holds you back allowing freed up energy 
to bring greater enjoyment to your life. Then you can truly say, “I feel good.” Uranus 
in Aries is retrograde in motion now and visits the Sun of those born April 15-18. 
Everyone, especially the cardinal signs should check your chart for planets in aspect to 
26-27 degrees of Aries for areas of vulnerability. During this cycle Uranus opposes the 
Sun and creates challenges for those with planets in late Cancer, Libra and Capricorn. 
You’ll be aware of the tension in whatever houses the aspect appears as it becomes a 
wakeup call to address what is out of balance in your life. Don’t make drastic changes 
before assessing the facts. Decide on your future and consider new options. Uranus 
helps you move through the rough patches and identify blind spots. Where are you too 
rigid? If you feel stuck, this transit may set you free. Schedule time with your 
astrologer for some strategic insight. Neptune is in its sign ruler Pisces in retrograde 
motion at 12-11 degrees through the end of this cycle and affects individuals born 
March 1-4. Look at your chart – wherever you have these Pisces degrees represents 
the area of your life that needs attention and leads to a breakthrough if you clear 
up confusion and work through doubts. Work or home base can be focal points along 
with critical relationships. Those with water sign ascendants around 11-12 degrees or 
the Sun at 11-12 degrees (Cancer, Scorpio, and Pisces) receive insight via dreams, 
memory recall and intuitive gifts; ditto if your rising sign is earth. Be understanding 
toward others in need of support during this cycle as many have undergone emotional 
or financial burdens yet avoid co-dependent patterns. Get health in order and keep 
notes. To give your mind a break, enjoy films, plays and other art forms like music and 
books while the transit passes. You should feel more stable in the future. Pluto turns 
direct in motion in Capricorn on September 28 at 3:36 PM EDT on the Suns of 
Capricorns born January 5-7. The rest of us should look at any planets or houses 
where we have 16 degrees of Capricorn, especially those who have Cancer, Libra or 
Aries at this degree. The closer the planet is to a conjunction (around the same 
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degree) the greater the importance. Several of you may have had heavy-duty burdens 
due to illness, discord and losses. The days around the 28th – 30th of September are 
intense because Uranus in Aries and Jupiter in Libra clash around this station of Pluto 
often triggering disasters like earthquakes, floods and hurricanes. Uranus squares the 
U.S. natal Pluto on September 23rd, often triggering military action, especially since 
Saturn is opposing the U.S. Mars affecting world hot spots as seen in the eclipse-driven 
chart of President Trump. On a personal level, heal your anger issues; on a global 
level, stay calm in the face of world conflict, hostile language and intentions that go 
against the safety and prosperity of the nation and friendly countries. Safety and 
support will be important in the days ahead. Be open to change via transformative 
Pluto. 
 

LUNAR/SOLAR CYCLES SEPTEMBER 22 THROUGH OCTOBER 23 
 

 September 22: Sun enters Libra 4:02 PM EDT Autumn Equinox 

 October 5: Full Moon in Aries, 3:12 PM EDT, 12°a 43’ 

October 19: New Moon in Libra, 3:12 PM EDT, 26° g 35’  

October 23: Sun Enters Scorpio, 1:27 AM EDT 
      

PEOPLE, PLACES AND TOPICS IN THE NEWS 
 

 Hands down the hurricane activity captured the attention of readers wanting 
details about the states this month. Remember that eclipses show up on North and 
South Nodes of the Moon which are currently in the fixed signs Leo and Aquarius and 
would affect planets or nodes in Taurus and Scorpio if the degrees are relative. The 
closer to the exact degree, the more powerful the impact. 
 
Hurricanes and Key Areas Affected in August/September 2017: Eclipses in Action. 
Hurricane Harvey came full blast at the Gulf Coast of Texas and especially the city of 
Houston. Texas is a Capricorn state with the North Node in Scorpio and South Node in 
Taurus, both of which received a blast from the August 7 eclipse in Aquarius at 15°. 
Texas has a Saturn, Neptune, Venus conjunction in later degrees of Leo, where the 
August 21st eclipse made impact in the 10th House of government and status quo. 
Houston is a Virgo city with the North Node in the fixed sign Taurus in Houston’s 6th 
House of daily environment wreaking havoc and leaving millions homeless. Hurricane 
Irma started a surge on August 31st just as Hurricane Harvey was dying out. Several 
countries in the Caribbean directly on Irma’s path suffered major damage before she 
shifted to touch down with mighty force on the western/Gulf side of Florida, a Pisces 
state with numerous fixed sign planets in Aquarius and the Moon’s North Node at 29° 
of Scorpio which received a hard aspect from the August 21st eclipse in Leo affecting 
the 4th (home, foundation) and 10th (status quo, government) Houses. The Florida 10th 
House has Neptune, Venus and Mercury in late degrees of Aquarius that fell directly 
opposite the August 21st Leo eclipse (heavy rain, destruction of beauty, fierce, 
unrelenting winds). The August 7 eclipse at 15°Aquarius landed directly on natal 
Saturn in Aquarius in the Florida chart’s 9th House, showing major restrictions moving 
in from other locations. Several Florida cities were affected and space does not permit 
in depth coverage. Here are highlights of a few: Jacksonville, Gemini city with North 
Node in Aquarius around the degree of the August 7th eclipse; Key West, Capricorn city 
with North Node in Aquarius opposite the August 21st eclipse; Miami, Taurus city with 
Moon in Leo on 2nd House of wealth conjunct the August 21st eclipse; St. Augustine, 
Virgo city with August 21st eclipse on natal Saturn in late Leo; Ft. Lauderdale, Pisces 
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city with Moon/Saturn conjunction in late Scorpio in hard aspect to August 21st 
eclipse; St. Petersburg, a Capricorn city with multiple planets in fixed signs Taurus, 
Leo, Scorpio and Aquarius affected by both the August 7th and August 21st eclipses; and 
Tampa, a Scorpio city with the August 7th eclipse in hard aspect to the Sun and 
transiting Saturn in Sagittarius right at the top of Tampa’s chart on the 10th House cusp 
taxing the infrastructure and resources.        
 
America’s Got Talent (AGT): This show continues to be highly successful having just 
completed Season 12 with some incredibly talented performers featured in a single 
season. Judges: Simon Cowell, a Libra born October 7; Heidi Klum, is a double 
Gemini born June 1; Mel B is another Gemini born May 29; Comedian Howie Mandel is 
a Sagittarius born November 29; Host Tyra Banks is a Sagittarius born December 4. 
Season 12 Winner is 12-year-old Libra Darcy Lynne Farmer a brilliant ventriloquist 
and singer born October 12. Jupiter in Libra on her Sun worked its magic on creative 
Darcy. The runner-up is the powerful-voiced 10-year old Angelica Hale, born July 
31st who will join Darcy Lynne in Las Vegas at Planet Hollywood on November 3-4. 
Congratulations to these performers who captured the hearts of America’s Got Talent 
fans. No doubt all top 10 performers will achieve fame in future months.  
 
Political Picture: We’re sorting out the mixed signals at the UN Conference on the 
faces of participants, including key staff members, that showed their feelings over the 
bluster, contradictions and tone of the President’s speech said to be written by 
Bannon and Gorka. Now we’re moving on to still another healthcare plan vote with 
reportedly no substance that will help those who need coverage. Stay tuned!     
 
READERS’ CORNER 
 

 Readers have weighed in on eclipses asking for more details on how they affect 
charts. Several readers talked about the woman who took issue with the previously 
married man who did not disclose his prior marital status in the first 6 weeks of dating 
her. Most felt she was jumping the gun and did not know him well enough to need the 
information up front. Three readers got on her case for not saying anything about her 
own preference not to have children. 
  

Q. I would like more information about Venus since it is the planet that rules 
my Sun sign, Libra. What are the essential facts I should know?  If I have Venus in 
Libra, how well will I get along with a person who has Venus in Capricorn? Thank you.     
 

 A. Venus is one of the two love planets; Mars is the other. The chart is 
comprised of several planets and your Ascendant which drives the flow of the chart 
and paints a picture of how well the parties will get along. I recommend a full 
comparative chart analysis to answer your questions. By reading the descriptions 
below under Venus in the signs you will gain insight into your attitude about love as 
well as that of your partner.    
 

Here is a summary of facts about Venus:  
 

Venus—the second of the “inner” planets; its orbit falls inside the Earth, like 
Mercury. It is considered a personal planet. Think of: contentment, the word, 
nice, all your favorite things.  Venus is always close to the Sun as seen from 
the Earth, so it never travels more than 48 degrees from it. The love planet, 
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Venus is either the same sign as the Sun, or it falls within two signs to either 
side of it.  Venus is 7,700 miles in diameter, nearly the same size as Earth.  
Considered a feminine planet. Travels around the chart by transit in 
approximately one year. It is the third fastest moving planet in the Zodiac.  
Goes retrograde approximately every 18 months for slightly more than 40 days. 
 

RULES: Taurus, Libra  DETRIMENT: Aries, Scorpio  EXALTED: Pisces   FALL: Virgo 

HOUSES VENUS RULES IN THE NATURAL ZODIAC: Second and Seventh 
Planet Venus is accidentally dignified if found in either of these houses 
regardless of sign. 
KEYWORDS: attraction, adornment, adoration, belonging, partner, chatting, the 
power to love 
HEALTH INFLUENCE:  lumbar region, throat, feelings, kidneys, parathyroids, blood, 
veins. 
PHRASES: “My main squeeze.”  “Let me call you Sweetheart.”  “What a charmer.”  
“Miss Manners.” “I’ll never wash my hand again because HE kissed me there!” “Dearly 
Beloved.” “Till death do us part.” “Butter would melt in her mouth.”  “Here she 
comes, Miss America.”  “True Love.” “A real Venus de Milo!”  “What a looker.” 
ASSOCIATIONS:  the feminine influence in both sexes, money, possessions, the arts, 
social life, beauty, adornment, jewelry, clothing, fashion, festivities, the weather. 
POSITIVE VENUSIAN TRAITS:  the urge for harmonious partnership; a gentle, kind and 
friendly manner; tactful; adept in love and the social arts; adaptable; appreciative of 
beauty; placid; refined, goddess energy. 
NEGATIVE VENUSIAN TRAITS:  lazy, gushing, undecided, excessively romantic, weak-
willed, careless, impractical, dependent on others, sometimes a parasite; 
overcompensating. 
 

VENUS THROUGH THE SIGNS 
Aries Passion is the name of the game; really gets your attention—but it may 

not last. Falls in love quickly & ardently; erotic compulsion; idealistic, 
imaginative, persuasive, and demonstrative in relationships; impulsive 
attitude toward money; tendency toward money-making schemes which 
come to nothing; gives unexpected gifts to loved ones; quarrelsome in 
relationships; loves the chase. 
SIGN OF ITS DETRIMENT. 
 

Taurus Venus is a happy camper in this sign – just like the Goddess in her 
softest, silkiest, most form-fitting gown – earthy greens and browns; 
gives great backrubs, bakes the best cookies, loves the domestic side 
(either sex), and picks out the most expensive items in the salon.  
Totally and completely in love and believe relationships can last forever; 
sometimes linger in relationships that are past their prime; they think 
about the time and dollars they have invested in you; possessive; 
sometimes they smother; need to watch weight in later years; 
appreciative of music and arts; have trouble keeping balance between 
pleasure, comfort, and acquisition.  SIGN OF ITS RULERSHIP. 

 

Gemini Venus is a flirt in Gemini – sometimes interested in more than one person 
at a time; the qualities of love here may be lighthearted, even in 
marriage; cavalier attitude toward commitments, yet they keep the 
relationship full of adventure and youthfulness; duality may be present; 
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needs intellectual rapport with partner; expresses emotions charmingly 
yet inconsistently; good business acumen, yet they fritter money away in 
drips and drabs; loves the plastic! Values: they like to try a little bit of 
everything; foods, objects, experiences, people – especially people; high 
school cheerleader; May-December romances. 

 

Cancer Says “I love you” by feeding you gourmet treats often and unexpectedly; 
just knew you probably were waiting for that scrumptious cheesecake; 
attuned to creature comforts like a cup of tea on a cold afternoon, a 
backrub for your aching shoulders; affectionate and sympathetic; thin-
skinned; loves in a parental way; sometime claustrophobic in protecting 
loved ones; emotions may run high; controlling; tends to worry about 
partners; needs a nest; prefers investments; finances may be dicey 
during periods of life. 

 

Leo Loves to exalt the partner; worships in a sense; wants to dominate the 
loved one, yet in a charming way; loyalty, heartfelt warmth and 
affection are present; you know this partner cares – so do others; loves 
drama; knows how they look when they are touched and embraced; 
needs feedback; extravagant and generous toward partner and loved 
ones, even if financially burdensome; loves clothes, jewelry, exotic 
hairdos, theatre, luxury hotels, and crystal; loves to laugh and enjoy life; 
children make them happy; this one may call in the skywriter to 
announce feelings; just loves romantic overtures; very creative 
occupations. 

          
Virgo Spend a lot of time on hygiene before dates, in courting; can be critical 

of partner; analyzes actions and habits to “help them for their greatest 
good”; attitudes can often hinder emotional relationships; often marry 
late or divorce; may ask you to remove lipstick or when you’re not 
looking, they wipe it off; sometimes preoccupied with virginity; good 
with finances.  SIGN OF ITS FALL. 

 

Libra Business and emotional partnerships powerfully stressed and fulfill 
personal expectations; often in love with love and mistake it for true 
love; must be cautious when bonding; feelings are fragile; can hold 
resentments; big on manners and etiquette; usually this sign means 
Lady Venus is happy and joyful in relationships; the marrying kind; must 
have creature comforts; generosity often leads to extravagance; 
matchmaker type; a honeymoon on the Love Boat would do the trick; 
Cruise Director of the Zodiac; joiners of groups like Parents Without 
Partners.  SIGN OF ITS RULERSHIP. 

 

Scorpio Venus is mysterious, seductive, magnetic, beautiful –and may be 
wearing black; stalks and conquers and you don’t have a choice; 
jealous, too; deeply passionate and highly emotional; possessive; needs 
balance; associated with big business and commodities, other people’s 
money; excels in the Department of Depth and Passion; your life will 
change forever if you take the plunge—and no leaving; weight issues.  
SIGN OF ITS DETRIMENT. 
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Sagittarius Elusive love—marries late or lots of engagements; capable of idealistic 
love yet is clear that all freedom is not going to be sacrificed; unique 
partners and partnership arrangements; loves partners with accents, 
yachts, and horses as accessories; likes partners with degrees and 
flexible checkbooks - they are nonchalant about money; will run like 
crazy if you are “hovering”; go for the exotic cuisine, foreign films; 
white water rafting; will blow you away with response to affections, but 
the fragile need not apply. 

 

Capricorn Elegant Venus appears and that means evening gowns, tuxes, jewels, 
patron of the arts, the limo or the surrey, luxury cars, and appearances 
at benefits; loves antiques and anyone or anything who has been around 
long enough to show its worth; not cold but starved for something; give 
this person a hug; often sacrifices for loved ones; chilly in showing 
affections sometimes, yet faithful to the end; they know how to make 
money work for them; may be demanding as a parent because they 
want their children to have the best. 

 

Aquarius “Far out” Venus may opt for the trip to Mars to find a mate; nothing 
boring here and may not be looking for a normal relationship; likes to 
keep things on a “want to” rather than a “have to” basis; thrills family 
by bringing home a partner from another race, creed, culture, or 
gender; just as likely to fall in love with an Astrologer because of the 
unique profession; kind, charitable, humanitarian; often unemotional 
and detached yet will do anything for anyone; need personal freedom in 
relationships and want respect; attracts and repels at the same time 
depending upon the people involved; sensible with money 
responsibilities. 

 

Pisces Here comes “Cinderella” with the dreams and wishes and the Fairy 
godmother ready to help your dreams come true also. Loves happy 
endings, poetry, romance, love at first sight, stories about how lovers 
met for the first time; this one will get it right even if it takes a dozen 
unions - - the search is unending; tends not to see the faults of lovers, 
so may be taken advantage of especially in early life; totally ruled by 
the emotions; genuinely expresses feelings; a champion for the 
underdog; sacrifices plenty for loved ones; outlook not always rational; 
needs a financial or business manager; don’t ask this Venus to balance a 
checkbook; generous and charitable.  VENUS IS EXALTED IN THIS SIGN. 

 

Thank you to all who sent questions and comments about last month’s 
newsletter. I’m glad you enjoyed Virgo’s issue and welcome your feedback once again. 
 

QUOTE OF THE MONTH: “Our aspirations are our possibilities.” …Robert Browning 
 
OFFICE HOURS 
 

 Monday, Wednesday and Friday: 11 am–6 pm. 
 Tuesday: 12-6 pm. 
 Thursday: 12-6 pm. 
 Saturday: 11 am-4 pm. 
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 All other hours by special arrangement. No Sunday hours. 
 

Information about the sign of the month is general and may not address the 
actual activity in your chart. If this is your birthday month or if you are interested in 
learning more about how the current cycles affect your chart, call me to schedule an 
appointment for a personal consultation or a coaching session. For a unique approach 
give the gift of a consultation or a written report to a loved one or associate. Gift 
certificates are available in the amount of your choice. Refer a friend who could use a 
new perspective and receive a $15 discount toward your next consultation. I look 
forward to hearing from you.  
   

CCCeeellleeebbbrrraaattteee   aaauuutttuuummmnnn’’’sss   rrriiiccchhh   hhhaaarrrvvveeesssttt,,,   
 

Alice 
 

Alice DeVille  
Consulting Services 
Office: (813) 374-5398 
Twitter@AstroOnDemand 
www.astrologyondemand.com 
 
NOTE: I purge files that are over five years old and usually look at both online and 
postal mailing lists monthly. If you have moved in the past six months, please send 
your current address. To be removed from this mailing list or to make a mailing 
address change, send a message to DeVilleAA@aol.com or to 
alice.deville27@gmail.com. Follow me on Twitter #AstroOnDemand. Many thanks.  
 

               

http://www.astrologyondemand.com/
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